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MY VIEW  |  TECH WHISPERS 

newspapers, swallowing startups that 
threaten it, and even swinging the US 
elections and the UK Brexit vote. 

There are many reasons for this tech-
lash. Monopoly power is one of them. 
The US antitrust laws were created 
more than a century ago to break the oil 
and steel monopolies Esso and US Steel. 
The basic idea of those laws was to keep 
producers from using their monopoly 
power to jack up consumer prices. This 
is where US regulators ran into a con-
ceptual difficulty with tech giants. Their 
products were either free, or (in the case 
of Amazon) extremely cheap, and there-
fore presumably serving consumers 
well. The other reason for the backlash 
has been the use, or misuse, of data—the 
fact that many of these companies are 
making money off the free information 
we voluntarily give them. This data is 
sliced, diced, massaged and sold to 
advertisers for gobs of money, with the 
consumer getting nothing. This is the 
primarily business model of Google and 
Facebook, and its dangers were high-
lighted starkly by the Cambridge Ana-
lytica scandal; this firm had used the 
Facebook data of millions of Americans 
to influence the 2016 presidential polls. 
Then, there is also the onslaught of fake 
news, the amplification of hate speech, 
and the concentration of unimaginable 
wealth in the hands of a few. While the 

companies are still hugely admired, a 
citizen backlash has only just begun. 
And, predictably, politicians and regu-
lators have started taking note. 

The EU was first off the block with its
General Data Protection Regulations, 
which prioritized consumer privacy. In 
the US, in response to a clamour to 
break Big Tech up, members of its anti-
trust subcommittee realized that while 
these firms might not raise user prices, 
their practices could lower the quality 
of products (on privacy, for example). 
Facebook and Twitter have been forced 
to hire thousands of people to weed out 
the hate spewed on their networks. 
Amazon is under scrutiny across the 
world, including India, for being anti-
competitive to small traders. “Facebook 
suicide”, or getting off the network, has 
become common among people who do 
not want to be chased across the virtual 
world by marketers and spammers.

These companies started as forces for
good, created by idealistic founders 
who wanted to change the world for the 
better. Google promised never “to be 
evil”, Zuckerberg wanted to connect 
people across the world, Jeff Bezos 
wanted to deliver stuff at low prices. 
Along the way, they grew big, and 
needed ever more money to fuel their 
ambitions. All of them went public, 
investors clamoured for stratospheric 
growth every quarter to maintain their 
insane valuations, and idealism gave 
way to capitalism. Creating cool tech-
nology took second place to ratcheting 
up the financial rewards for investors, 
employees and themselves, it seems.

I do believe, however, that these com-
panies are smart enough to learn from 
this impasse and transform themselves. 
They do not have far to look. Just two 
decades ago, one of them was accused of 
monopoly, fought the battle, changed 
itself, and emerged ever stronger. It is 
still highly valued today, far better 
respected, and was not a part of the 
$5 trillion that beamed into the US 
Congress last week. That company is 
called Microsoft. 

L
ast week, $5 trillion strode into 
the US Congress. That they did so
virtually, through technology that

some of them helped create, was per-
haps an ironic coincidence. Google’s 
Sundar Pichai, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, 
Apple’s Tim Cook and Facebook’s Mark 
Zuckerberg represented Big Tech, and 
their companies were worth a total of 
about $5 trillion, the size of Japan’s 
economy. While members of Congress 
were masked, the Tech Titans seemed 
to wear masks of contrition.

Just a few years back, these men (and
they are almost always men) could do no 
wrong. They were the new idols, crea-
tors of new technologies and untold 
wealth. Their companies and campuses 
were the new wonders of the world, and 
it was the tools they were building that 
would enrich our lives and save our 
planet; even take us to other planets.

A few years later, while a large part of
the adulation remains, their sheen is 
rapidly wearing off. Google is accused 
of monopolizing all of search globally, 
stifling competition as well as small 
merchants, and suffocating publishers. 
Amazon is seen as an apex predator, 
monopolizing e-commerce and driving 
small retailers into the ground. Apple 
makes most of the devices Americans 
use, and is a single, monopolistic gate-
way to the apps that power them. Face-
book is perhaps the most reviled—for 
allegedly fuelling hate speech, ruining 

Behind the masks of contrition 
worn recently by Big Tech chiefs 
The four technology companies under scrutiny in the US are smart enough to transform themselves

JASPREET BINDRA
is the author of ‘The Tech Whisperer’, and 

co-founder of Unqbe

I
t was a tough rate call for the Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) on Thursday, with a con-
tracting economy and high inflation 
pulling its decision in opposite directions.
Eventually, the latter prevailed. RBI left its
repo rate unchanged at 4%. This is the rate

at which it lends overnight funds to banks, and 
it has already been slashed by a cumulative 2.5 
percentage points since last year. The central 
bank’s rejection of demands for yet another 
rate cut was backed by a sound rationale. 
Average inflation has been above the 6% upper 
bound of its target range for two consecutive 
quarters. This means its chief policy rate was 
already negative in real terms. A cut below 4%, 
also the midpoint of its inflation target, would 
have sent a red alert to savers worried by falling
rates, and, that too, without doing much good 
for an economy that is stricken by corona 
uncertainty and weak demand, not by a prob-
lem of unaffordable credit. Thankfully, the 
central bank made it clear that price stability 
must return before money is eased any further. 
This stance should remain conditional.

Instead, the central bank has sought to aid 
the economy in other ways. As a relief meas-
ure, a one-time recast has been allowed of 
some loans that could have gone bad once the 
current repayment moratorium is lifted on 
31 August, for example, with an expert panel 
asked to determine how such debt should be 
reworked. Also, a tweak of capital require-
ments will make it easier for banks to pick up 
corporate bonds. What should cheer Indian 
savers, meanwhile, is that their concerns retain 
salience in the setting of monetary policy. Most
rely on bank deposits not to lose value to the 
corrosive effect of inflation on the rupee’s pur-
chasing power. As prices rise and deposit rates 

fall, what people withdraw from their accounts 
is often worth less than the money they put in. 
Though savers rarely track inflation closely, 
and don’t mind losing a little so long as their 
money is safe, a brazen policy of financial 
repression could have adverse consequences. 
It could prompt savers to move money into 
risky investments, for example, and such rash 
behaviour among large numbers could result 
in misallocation of capital across the economy. 

A rate cut would have stimulated private 
investment and spending had these variables 
been a clear function of capital costs, but that 
link seems particularly tenuous right now. In 
any case, lenders are not short of funds, going 
by the money they park daily with RBI (and the 
earnings forgone in this exercise). Unless risk 
aversion eases among banks and demand goes 
up in sundry markets, cheaper loans will not 
spur an economic revival. Fiscal outlays that 
translate into expenditure would be far more 
useful. As it happens, however, too many of us 
seem conditioned to see monetary policy as a 
panacea for all that ails an economy. This can 
be traced to a monetarist revolution that 
gained force globally in the 1980s. If growth 
slowed, rates were cut. And if inflation rose, 
they were raised. But the limits of monetary 
responses to unusual crises have grown appar-
ent, too. Of course, India has complexities of its 
own that render policy rates relatively ineffec-
tive. Poor data quality presents another set of 
riddles. For instance, it could yet turn out that 
inflationary pressures are not as bad as they 
seem. We have had shocks of both supply and 
demand, after all, and the price outlook looks 
decidedly hazy today. There is much that we 
do not know. But, given all that we do know, 
RBI has been assuredly prudent.

The intricate balance of 
interests struck by RBI

Its decision to retain its policy rate at 4% is spot on. We can’t expect easy money to fight our 

covid cr isis and that rate dropping below India’s central inflation target would’ve been risky
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I t’s official. Whatever
reasons the government

earlier gave for amending
stock market listing
norms—better price
discovery and corporate
governance—the real
motive behind its plan
should now be clear.
It is looking to pawn
the family silver for as
much as possible.

The government had
mandated in June that
listed companies would
have to freely float 25%
stock. So state-owned firms
would have to sell more
stake, raking in more cash.

But the government
seems to have wised up.
Offer too many shares,
and that too of so many
state-owned firms, and
investors won’t buy them.
Hence the decision, made
public on Monday, that
state-owned firms won’t
have to raise their public
shareholding to 25% till
2014. Yet, this relief extends
only to the public sector.

If the government was
truly interested in market
reforms across the board,
this inequality wouldn’t
exist. No doubt, then, its
interest lies in maximizing
its revenue.

QUI CK EDI T

A lesson in
pawning
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DIVESTMENT PUSH

Govt eases
listingrules

BY ANIRUD H L ASKAR,

SANJIV SHANK ARAN &

N . SUNDARESHA SUBRAM ANI AN

·························
MUMBAI/ DELHI

I
n a move that could bring re-
lief to listed public sector
units (PSUs), the govern-

ment has diluted norms that had
stipulated a minimum 25% pub-
lic shareholding in PSUs, easing
concerns about a flood of share
sales that could have eroded the
market value of these firms.

The Centre allowed PSUs to
keep their public holding at 10%
and exempted all listed firms
from the mandate of divesting at
least 5% a year to increase the
public shareholding to 25%. Mint
reported on Monday about the
relaxation for state-owned firms.

The government had on 4
June amended the Securities
Contract (Regulations) Act rules
by making it compulsory for all
listed entities to lower their pro-
moter holdings in aphased man-
ner until a minimum of 25% was
held by the public. The objective
was to allow common investors
to benefit from growth and pro-
mote fair price discovery. The
June norms mandated all listed
firms to dilute at least 5% every
year until the public holding
reaches 25%.

A notification issued on Mon-
day diluted the minimum hold-
ing for PSUs and ironed out are-
as where the 4 June order on
public shareholdings in listed
firms was inconsistent with other
regulations.

PSUs, as was the case before

the 4 June order, will be subject
to a separate set of rules on list-
ing. Monday’s notification was
the outcome of the “political
economy of policymaking”, said
a senior finance ministry official,
who did not want to be named.

According to the notification,
PSUs will have to maintain mini-
mum listing norms of 10%
against 25% needed for private
firms. Private listed firms, how-
ever, can dilute less than the
minimum required (5%) for pub-
lic and meet the minimum
norms over a three-year period
beginning 9 August. The listed
PSUs with less than 10% public
shareholding too will get three
years to achieve the 10% public
shareholding mark.

Monday’s minimum listing or-
der retained one aspect of the 4
June order. In the event a listed
firm’s public shareholding falls
below the minimum require-
ment in future, i t would have to

TURN TO PAGE 3®

Moveeases concerns
about flood of paper
asstate-owned firms
don’t havetorush to
raise public float to25%

Oneout of six
Sensexstocks
at lifetimehigh
B Y PRAM IT BHATTACHARYA &

A SH WI N RAM ARATHINAM

·························
MUMBAI

One out of every 10 stocks
in the BSE-500 index is

trading at its lifetime high even
as the Sensex, India’s bell-
wether equity index, is about
3,000 points, or close to 14%,
shy of its historical peak.

This bunch is led by auto
and banking stocks, which
have declared some of the best
earnings in the past four quar-
ters. Auto and banking are sec-
tors that reflect the resilience
of the Indian economy and the
domestic consumption story, a
favourite theme among fund
managers.

While the markets have by
and large shrugged off the
poor earnings season, i t is the
profit that matters when it
comes to attracting investors
and boosting stocks prices.

Sustained earnings growth
has made these firms attractive
to foreign institutional inves-
tors (FIIs), the main driver of
the Indian market. The BSE
Auto Index is trading at 14.8
times 12-month trailing earn-
ings and the Bankex index at
17.1 times. In comparison, the
Sensex has a price-earnings
multiple of 21.51.

“All-time highs are a func-
tion of flows and we have been
seeing strong flows over the
past couple of weeks,” said
Sanjeev Patni, president and
head of institutional equities
at Prabhudas Lilladher Pvt.
Ltd. “Earnings for the past few
quarters are the major driver
for FII inflows.”

FIIs have been net buyers in
July with $3.78 billion
(Rs17,425 crore today) of equity
investments, the second high-
est inflow in a month this year
after a $4.1 billion inflow in
March. They have already
pumped in close to $10.5 bil-
lion in the first seven months
this year, comparable with the
inflows India received in 2007
for the same period. In that
year, India received the highest
in flows of around $17.8 bi ll ion.
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THE NEW S
PSUs allo wed a lower public 
shareholding of 10%. L isted private 
firms exempted from earlier 
mandate of 5% annual dilution t o 
attain the 25% public holding norm.  

THE BACKGROUND  
A 4 June go vernment order said 
all listed firms mus t bring down 
promoter holding t o at least 75% in 
the next three years. 

THE IMPLICA TION 
Excess of shar e sales will be 
avoided, r esulting in bet ter valuation 
for PSUs. Priv ate firms t oo get the 
flexibilit y t o time pr omoters’ stake 
dilution in thr ee years t o fulfil 
the 25% public holding norm.

STAKE HOLDING

RECORD OFFER

Coal Indiamay raise
Rs17,700 cr in IPO
B Y M ANISH BASU &

RAVI K RISHNAN

·························
KOLKATA/ MUMBAI

State-owned Coal India Ltd
(CIL) filed its draft offer

document on Monday to sell
631.6 million shares, or 10% of
the company, in what is set to
be India’s largest ever new
share sale. It expects a valua-
tion of 17-18 times its consoli-
dated earnings per share (EPS)
of Rs15.56 in fiscal 2010, ac-
cording to at least three invest-
ment bankers, who did not
want to be named.

At the higher end of that val-
uation, the government can
expect to raise some Rs17,689
crore. CIL, which has cash re-
serves of Rs39,077 crore, is not
raising fresh capital.

“For Coal India, a price-
earnings expectation of 17-18
is quite conservative,” said one
of the bankers. Typically, the
offer price in government asset
divestments is decided by an
empowered group of ministers
in consultation with invest-
ment bankers.

CIL has estimated reserves
of 64.78 billion tonnes, of
which 52.54 billion tonnes are
“proven” and 21.75 billion
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Danger still lurksinthesky

I n February, Mint
published a three-part

series exposing the potential
hazards of air travel in India.
At the time there had been
no major accident involving
a commercial air l iner i n the
country for close to a decade.
The series proved to be tragi-
cally prescient. On 22 May,

an Air India Express Boeing crashed in Mangalore, killing
158 people, in an accident that raised renewed questions
about air safety. In a new three-part series starting today,
Mint revisits the issue, starting with a reconstruction of
Flight IX-812, and examines flaws ranging from operational
deficiencies in airlines to lack of airport licensing, from
pilot fatigue to the absence of proper background checks
on pilots that may be another prescription for grief. >P11
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30-monthhigh >P18

>MARKTOMARKET:Market seen
range-bound till June >P19
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Q&A: PRSrinivasan on
starting anew fund >4

CORPORATE: VIP Industries looks to
China, Europe todrive business >6

WSJ: Decision time looms for
wheat farmers >27

RAGHURAM RAJAN: On the resource
security trap >31
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I t  is w ell  enough 
that  people of  the nat ion  

do not  understand our  
bank ing and m onetary 
system , for  i f  they did, I  

bel ieve there w ould 
be a revolut ion  before 
tom orrow  m orn ing.

HENRY FORD

While Google, Amazon, Apple 
and Facebook still enjoy 

adulation for their creations, 
they face a huge techlash in the 
US for practices that are being 
examined for possible abuse 

of monopoly power. 

Their spirit of world-changing
innovation seems to have 
succumbed to unabashed 

capitalism, but, like Microsoft, 
they could yet recover from it 

Q U I CK  R EA D

SUSHMITA BOSE affairs in order”. Just in case.
In a 2011 panel discussion on “Is there an

afterlife?” (available on YouTube), the mod-
erator asked (one of the speakers) Christo-
pher Hitchens—this was after Hitchens was
diagnosed with cancer and sometime before
he passed away—“Christopher, how are you
feeling?”

“Well, I’m dying,” he replied in his usual
flamboyant and polemicist style. “But so are
you.” And he laughed.

I was in deep wonderment of his matter-
of-factness vis-à-vis the Grim Reaper.
Today, I think that’s what has rubbed off on
to most of us. Of course, Hitchens possessed
a towering brusqueness, but we at least have
a handle on a sense of reconciliation to the
coronavirus numbers game: whether one
will end up as a subtraction or just another
addition to the final score. 

Hindsight is 20/20, but real time isn’t,
observed Marlowe Hood in his piece I had
dwelt on earlier. “The virus toyed with my
body, and messed with my mind.”

In 2020, my own foresight says our
messed up minds will, paradoxically, be
more comfortable with the Grim Reaper
hovering around like a shadow, even as we
stay alive to do the math.

her sobs. The woman sitting next to her
tried comforting her, but her tears wouldn’t
stop till the plane was airborne. Later, she
explained why. “I have this heightened fear
of flying—crazy, right, considering I fly all
the time? Every single time, during take-off,
I am convinced I won’t come out of this
alive.” 

I have a strange feeling she will not be as
fearful of flights when and if the pandemic
recedes. A moribund fellowship has
emerged: I can count on my fingertips when

conversations have not
had a sepulchral inser-
tion that went “… and if I
come out of this alive”.
Almost everyone I know
has confessed they have
toyed with intimations of
mortality at some point
or the other in the age of
corona. We’ve shared a
few laughs over the
prospect of dying.

Then, the other day, a
lawyer friend told me
even those below 30
were drawing up wills
and trying to get “their

been family, friends, neighbours gathered
together in person; there would be shaking
of hands and hugs and somatic gestures.
Now it was happening on a computer screen
split into squares, each fronting a face or
two. As more people joined, the squares and
faces got smaller, till some of them were
barely recognisable. What straightaway
struck me was how the collective foremost
thought was whether or not the telecom
connection would stay alive for those 45
minutes. Some complained their audio
wasn’t working, some
said their video was
blurred, a few logged out
because they couldn’t
see or hear. It almost
seemed like a functional
operation.

Some years ago, I was
on a flight with a bunch
of other journalists. As it
slid into take-off mode
and started accelerating
on the runway, one of
them, si t t ing r ight
behind me, suddenly
broke down. I turned
around at the sound of

your mind off the rising body count, a “live
numbers” pop-up bamboozles its way into
the middle of the screen to disarm you com-
pletely. And by the time you are done scruti-
nizing the story of hope, the number has
already gone up.

In France, AFP journalist Marlowe Hood
had a close shave with the virus at the end of
March, but managed to fight it off. In the aft-
ermath, he wrote Love and Fear of Dying in
the Time of Coronavirus, in which a couple of
sentences sum up the viral macrocosm:
“History will recognize a pre- and post-cor-
onavirus world, and right now we are in the
twilight zone between the two. The choices
we make now—as individuals and nations—
will determine whether our species thrives
or simply survives.”

Whether we thrive or exist on the edge,
the unthinkable has happened. The drama
of death, much like the exaggerated social
flashpoints of births and weddings, has been
diminished. Like the rest of us, it’s become
socially distant too. What’s more, death—
and , by extension, closure—is now eerily
virtual. 

It hit home when I attended the memorial
service of my last surviving grandmother on
a Zoom session. Normally, there would have

C
ivilizations have been torn asunder
by grotesque invasions, wars have
spawned killing fields, natural disas-

ters have wreaked havoc, terrorism has ter-
rorized, crimes have been triggered at gun-
point… And the dreadful crunch of numbers
has invariably followed, documented and/
or speculated upon, reducing legions to
decimal points. But in the not-so-brief evo-
lution of humankind, never has an ever-
spiking death tally been thrust in our faces
every single moment, like now.

There is something unnerving about an
exponential count. This is not a kind of stock
market streak that chases us down in a bull
run; this has death staring us in the face. The
numbers, the death tolls, are everywhere,
sneaking up on you at all odd times. Apps,
tickers, newspaper headlines, social media
engagements, addresses by heads of state,
bulletins drafted by health organizations,
you name it. It’s so bad that if you start read-
ing a “feel good” report on a laptop to take

Being on deathwatch as the corona body count goes up

is a journalist, editor and 

the author of ‘Single In The 

City’.

The drama of death, much 
like the exaggerated social 
flashpoints of births and 

weddings, has been diminished. 
Like the rest of us, it has become 

socially distant too.

Even those under 30 are 
drawing up their wills, and a 

certain matter-of-factness over 
our mortality may have rubbed 
off on us. At least the numbers 

give us a handle on the risk 

Q U I CK  R EA D

THE NEW NORMAL
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